
SentenceSentence
The Punctuation The Punctuation 

Is Correct So Is Correct So 
the Letter Is…the Letter Is…

The Punctuation The Punctuation 
Is Incorrect So Is Incorrect So 
the Letter Is…the Letter Is…

Red Nose Day - which was first aired in 1988 
- is organised by Comic Relief. 

a t

The television programme (which shows 
challenges and case studies) is viewed by 
many people. 

b e

Sainsbury's - a supermarket chain in the UK 
sell Red Noses.

s u

Red (which is the main colour) of Comic Relief 
is used in Red Nose Day merchandise. 

g l

Sometimes, music, which is recorded by 
bands or solo artists, is released in order to 
raise money for Comic Relief. 

l n

My friend (Callum) raised money by holding 
a talent show. 

d i

Money is raised to help people - in the UK and 
- across the world. 

n o

1Punctuation for Parenthesis
What do you call a sleeping bull? 

To find out what you call a sleeping bull, read each sentence below and decide whether the 
parenthesis has been punctuated correctly or incorrectly. When you have decided, circle the letter 
in the correct column. When all of the correct letters have been circled, the answer will be revealed.
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St David’s School, which is in Cardiff will be, 
fundraising. 

g z

A donation (whether it is big or small) can 
change somebody’s life. 

e p

New designs of Red Noses, which are available 
to buy online, or in store are released every Red 
Nose Day. 

m r

Comic Relief Jokes 
 SPaG Mini Mystery Game

So, what do you call a sleeping bull?  

What are banana skin shoes called? 

To find out what banana skin shoes are called, read each sentence below and underline the 
homophone that has been used incorrectly. Then, use the instructions to find the correct 
letter of the underlined word. Write all of the letters in the boxes to spell out the answers. 

SentenceSentence

Whose dressing up for Comic Relief? The 4th letter is           .

Mr Ford laughed allowed at the children’s jokes. The 3rd letter is           .

Ella’s school is holding an assembly on the mourning of Red 
Nose Day. 

The 6th letter is           .

Sanjay wanted to practice his routine for the comedy show. The 1st letter is           .

The majority of Red Noses are not plane; they have different 
designs on them. 

The 1st letter is           .

2Homophones 
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Red Noses are no longer made from plastic due to the affect 
on the environment. 

The 4th letter is           .

Some television shows and cereal dramas make special 
programmes for Comic Relief. 

The 3rd letter is           .

Mrs Chen’s advise was to have fun while fundraising. The 5th letter is           .

So, what are banana skin shoes called?  

Statutory Spelling Words
What’s a knight’s favourite fish?

To find out what a knight’s favourite fish is, read the incorrectly spelt words below and work out 
which letter is missing from them. Write the missing letters in the boxes to spell out the answer.

3

So, what’s a knight’s favourite fish?  

The missing The missing 
letter is...letter is...

curioity                                                                                 

akward                                                                                   

cnscience                                                                            

leisue                                                                                    

hinrance                                                                                     

The missing The missing 
letter is...letter is...

sacriice                                                                                 

equpment                                                                                   

controvery                                                                            

ligtning                                                                                    
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What’s a plumber’s favourite vegetable? 

To find out what a plumber’s favourite vegetable is, read the passage below and underline all 
the modal verbs. Then, circle the first letter of all the words which come directly after it. The 
circled letters will spell out the answer. 

4Modal Verbs

Dear Anya,

How are you? I will ask Mum to call your dad to arrange a play date. It feels like  
I haven’t seen you in such a long time. 

I’m so excited for Red Nose Day this year. I think Mrs Taylor would like it if our 
class talked about it in assembly. We should explain what Comic Relief is to the 
younger children so that they understand why we are raising money for charity. 
Will everyone be dressing up in red this year? Mr Arti must know.

Look forward to seeing you soon! 

Love Kris. 

So, what’s a plumber’s favourite vegetable?  
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If It Is Active,If It Is Active,
the Letter Is…the Letter Is…

If It Is Passive,If It Is Passive,
the Letter Is…the Letter Is…

Mrs Finch arranged a bake sale to raise 
money for Comic Relief. 

a l

A quiz was also organised for the different 
year groups in KS2. 

o m

Mr Shah announced the winning quiz team in 
an assembly. 

e n

A prize was awarded to a team from year 5. p a

Each member of the team was given a book 
voucher and a certificate. 

y t

“Thank you so much,” exclaimed Tiffany. b h

The children were then shown a video about 
different people who have been helped by 
Comic Relief. 

f a

The school raised an incredible £654 from the 
bake sale and the quiz. 

l m

All the pupils were proud that their donations 
would go towards helping other people. 

l e

So, where do hamburgers go dancing?  

Comic Relief Jokes 
 SPaG Mini Mystery Game

Passive and Active Voice
Where do hamburgers go dancing? 

To find out where hamburgers go dancing, read the sentences below and decide if they are in the 
active or passive voice. When you have decided, circle the letter in the correct column. When all 
of the correct letters have been circled, the answer will be revealed. 

5
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